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Women in Leadership and the Two
Must Have Qualities
The energetic qualities of a woman can enable teams and
communication to flow smoothly.
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“To handle yourself, use your head; to handle
others, use your heart.” -Eleanor Roosevelt
Women in leadership roles are more common
than it was fifty years ago, however before the
new millennium took hold; women faced so many
issues that a box of Kleenex wouldn’t be enough
to dry the tears. The feminist movement made
great changes to the climate around the world,
even though there are some parts of the world still living in the 3rd
century. Women are powerful forces of their own right. Eleanor
Roosevelt's quote is dead on. Men just don’t have the light touch when it
comes to some leadership elements.

When women became leaders in
the following decades, life
changed tremendously.
They felt a new fulfillment that still carries over across the industrial
borders. While there are plenty of successes, there were also failures.
The human spirit can endure and adapt to whatever situation the person
is in. Not to say men during some of those times were gentle about the
power shift. They often caused problems due to environmental and
psychological backgrounds. However; we can celebrate the change and
the growth of equal rights for women in the Western world.

Overcoming a Traditional World
Many women are great leaders and serve across the spectrum. To name
a few prime examples; Queen Elizabeth the second, Indira Gandhi,
Margaret Thatcher, Golda Meir, Mary Kay Ash, Anne Mulcahy and Indra
Nooyi. The list shows a grand mix of political and business leaders to
show that women are capable to withstand the torrent male dominated
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climate. They have and will always shape the future of business and the
human landscape. They have broken the traditional world and are no
longer a supporting agent of anyone but themselves.
True leaders stand against the storm and push their high morals and
vision. Some will succeed, but the grit is the important to understand
here. Leaders are born, but it takes the right skills to be an effective one.
While women offer some amazing qualities, men have paved the way in
many areas. This article is not a dog at men, but a graft to show the
beauty of the mind and strength of women in leadership roles. Women
changed the traditions through compassion, determination and energy.

Compassion and Energy of a Woman
The energetic qualities of a woman can enable teams and
communication to flow smoothly. They can help others to stay calm and
focus on problems.

While some women can be push
a team hard, most are
compassionate and empathic.
These two qualities are needed in
leaders, life throws curveballs.
A rigid leader will fail the team more often than not. To be an effective
leader, whatever gender you may be. Keep in mind that that nothing is
predictable.
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One of network marketing's premier trainers and
teachers, David Feinstein is an accomplished
motivational speaker and coach as well as the
author of many highly successful books. David
believes that life is meant to be lived to the fullest,
and his personal life is a reflection of what you can
achieve when you live fully.
David spends his time spanning the globe with
extensive travel and enjoying his personal freedom with his lovely wife
Ann. With over 20+ years of experience in the NWM profession, David
is 100% happy in his daily life, enjoying financial freedom, his love of
coaching, animals, family and friends and personal empowerment. David
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is always welcome to partnerships and learning more about network
marketing and personal branding.
David is a self-described outside the box thinker who has a true
entrepreneurial spirit that began when he started managing paper routes
with other children at the age of 12. As David entered adulthood he found
himself running a highly successful accounting firm. While many people
would be pleased with that success alone, David always wanted more.
Managing fortunes for some of the most recognizable names in
Hollywood was not enough and soon David began looking into other
avenues.
His strengths lie in his ability to motivate and craft highly effective
marketing plans. His ability to engage, manage and work with some of
the most demanding personalities on the planet has allowed David to
truly become a leader in personal marketing.
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